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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

According to WHO (1999), 1,171,000 people were killed and about 10 million people were
injured in the world due to road accidents (estimates for 1998). Consequent economic losses
amount to US $ 500 billion.

Aiming at the reduction of road accidents, various countermeasures have been developed
through the education, enforcement, engineering, and so forth.

As an approach of engineering side, Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) or
Advanced Vehicle Control Safety System (AVCSS) in ITS framework has been developed
utilising the complex of information and computer technologies.

Collision Warning and/or Collision Avoidance System (CW/CAS) are one branch of the
AVCSS and supposed to provide a warning and/or intervention in the case of a collision
impending situation.

Human error in perception and recognition is the main motive of CW/CAS development
(Haywood, 1999). Previous studies estimated the benefits of CW/CAS by the considerable
reduction of fatal accident [e.g., Perrett & Stevens (1996) anticipated 80% of fatality
reduction].

Rear-end accidents can be the main target accident of CW/CAS due to the relative easiness of
application compared to the other types of accident. The fact that the proportion of rear-end
accidents is about 25% of all police-reported crashes and 5% of all traffic fatalities in US
shows the opportunity of CW/CAS on rear-end accidents reduction (Kiefer, Leblanc, Palmer,
Salinger, Deering, and Shulman, 1999).

Worries on the side effects of CW/CAS also exist, such as over-trust or mistrust on automatic
system, increased monitoring load of driver, and increased system complexity as frequently
debated in the psychological field. As mentioned by Wickens (1992), “It is safe to say that
automation is not effective for all tasks for all people at all times”.

In practical viewpoints, ‘user acceptance’, ‘warning strategy selection’, and ‘Human-
Machine-Interface, HMI’ have been recognised as the challenges of CW/CAS design.

The purpose of the present study was to examine effects of driver, vehicle, and environment
characteristics on Collision Warning System (CWS) design. User acceptance and system
effectiveness was the primary goals that the present study was aiming at.
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1.2. Research Hypothesis

One hypothesis was made that the capability of collision avoidance would not be same among
a driver, vehicle, and environment group with different characteristics.

The above hypothesis was examined in terms of ‘risk’ and ‘safety margin’ with respect to
rear-end crashes. Accident analysis was approached to examine the ‘risk’ and quantitative
analysis was carried out to examine the ‘safety margin’ respectively.

1.3. Methodology

In the accident analysis, the susceptibility of fatal rear-end accidents among a different age of
driver, vehicle type, road surface, visibility, road geometry, travel lane allocation, and road
facility group was analysed. Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) was used as a
database. Relative rear-end accidents involvement proportion was used as a measure of the
susceptibility.

In the quantitative analysis, one perspective was made that an adverse driving situation in
terms of driver and vehicle performance (such as old driver, heavy truck without ABS)
requires a longer warning distance than in favourable condition (such as young driver,
passenger car with ABS). Scenarios were designed to represent the different combinations of
driver and vehicle in a two vehicle car-following situation. Effects of driver and vehicle
characteristics were measured using Required Minimum Warning Distance (RMWD).

1.4. Delimitation of Scope

Prevention of rear-end collision had a stronger focus in the present study compared to the
other types of collision.

Main concerns were given to the age and gender in driver’s characteristics, vehicle types and
breaking performance in case of vehicle, and road surface condition in case of environment.

1.5. Conclusion

This Chapter showed the background of the present study. It introduced the study hypothesis
and methodologies with delimitation of study scope.
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2. Literature Reviews

2.1. Introduction

Literature review in a comprehensive manner was carried out to see the main issues with
respect to CW/CAS development.

Classification of the main issues was made as shown below.

Section 2.2: Definition
Section 2.3: Needs and Worries on Possible Adverse Effects
Section 2.4: General Issues in CW/CAS Design
Section 2.5: Specific Issues of Human Factor
Section 2.6: Drivers’ Behavioural Changes with CW/CAS
Section 2.7: Technical Aspects & Limitations
Section 2.8: General Characteristics of Driver, Vehicle, and Environment
Section 2.9: Discussion

2.2. Definition

As stated by Wilson, Butler, McGehee & Dingus (1997), “Numerous variations exist within
rear-end collision warning to improve vehicular safety by eliminating or mitigating rear-end
collision such as driver warning system, automatic avoidance system, and automatic cruising
control system”.

CWS (Collision Warning System) functions driver warning only while CAS (Collision
Avoidance System) provides warning as well as intervention. An intermediate system
between CWS and CAS could be the system that provides and suggests some action to driver,
nonetheless, the driver can overrule this suggestion (Nilsson, L., Alm, H. & Janssen, W.,
1991). ‘FCW’ has been used to specify its function to rear-end collision warning system not
run-off the road warning or intersection warring, etc., as suggested by Wilson et al. (1997).

The ACC or ICC (another branch of ADAS or AVCSS) can partly act as a collision
prevention system by controlling relative speed and distance between two adjacent vehicles in
the same lane. ACC can also contribute road capacity increases, reducing fuel consumption,
thereby reducing exhaust emission. As stated by Nilsson (1995), “ACC is intended to be
comfort systems and not designed to handle ‘critical situation’ compared to CW/CAS”.

AHS is the system controlled by the fully automated travel lane. As stated by Shladover
(1998), AHS takes driver out of the control loop on the vehicle, so it avoids all of the
problems of driver behaviours with regard to alcohol, drug, fatigue, and so forth. The
anticipated benefits of AHS are “highway capacity, travel time reduction, safety
improvement, reduction of driving stress, elimination of adverse driving behaviour,
alternative uses of travelling time, more predictable travel time, and reduction of exhaust
emissions” as stated by Shladover (1998).
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2.3. Needs & Worries on Possible Adverse Effects

2.3.1. Needs

The primary acceptance of automation systems including CW/CAS can be expected in the
specific driver group who has a dislike of driving as stated by Matthews & Desmond (1995).

In favour of vehicle automation, Stanton & Marsden (1996) stated three arguments. The first
argument assumes that driving is an extremely stressful activity, consequently automating
certain driving activities could help the driver’s well being. Secondly, removal of the human
element based on the fact that human error constitutes a major cause of road accidents.
Finally, automation increases the desirability of the product and thus increases in unit sail.

Rumar (1982) compared the studies by Sabey & Staughton (1975) and by Treat (1980) as an
illustrative accident investigation approach utilising multidisciplinary teams. As shown in
Figure 2.1, road user-human factor- has been pointed out as the dominating cause (over 90%)
of road traffic accident. As the main causes within human errors, recognition errors
(perception, comprehension, delays and decision errors) are treated as predominated factors.

Road
Environment

Road User Vehicle

2
3

65
57

2
2

24
27

1
1

4
6

1
3

Single Factor

Double Factor

Treble Factor

Double Factor

28/34             95/94                  8/12

Total Percentage for Each Factor (Overlapping)

Figure 2-1 Percentage Contributions to Road Accidents (from Rumar, 1982)
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2.3.2. Worries on Possible Adverse Effects

Possible adverse effects of CW/CAS can be figured out from the ‘side effects of automation
system’ suggested by engineering psychological field.

Main concerns with respect to the side effects of automation can be shown like below. Details
on the side effects of automation are described in Wickens (1992).

• Increased monitoring load
• Component proliferation and system complexity
• Over-trust and mistrust
• Out-of-the-loop familiarity
• Loss of co-operation between human operators

Increased monitoring load

Wickens (1992) stated, “As the functions carried out by humans are replaced by automated
system, the operator now has less to do. Instead, operator has many more indicators of
component status to monitor due to the increased number of system components in the
automated system”. This condition leads to two cases either the driver choosing to ignore the
various devices at best or it will overload the driver and result in compromising safety at
worst as stated by Michon (1993).

Component proliferation and system complexity

As pointed by Wohl (1983), “Three elements should be included for single function
automation such as the function itself, the health of the automated device designed to
accomplish that function, and the indicator of that health”. Consequently, this proliferation of
component implicates the likelihood of system fail as stated by Wickens (1992).

Over-trust and mistrust

As stated by Wickens (1992), “Humans do not show the optimally calibrated sense of trust
and they may flip too rapidly from complete trust to complete distrust”.

Stanton & Young (1999) stated, “Research areas on human supervisory control argue that
reduced level of attention associated with lower levels of workload may affect the ability of
the human operator to maintain an awareness of the status of the system they are monitoring”.

In addition to over-trust, mistrust should also be considered based on its attribution, that is,
“Trust is hard to recover when betrayed” as stated by Muir (1988).

Fuld, Liu & Wickens (1987) well explained the mistrust of operators. In their experimental
study, subjects performed a scheduling task on a computer display in which they were to
assign incoming “customers” to one of three queues that had the shortest wait and detected
their own error. Also, subjects watched an automated scheduler perform the task, again
detecting errors. Anyway, subjects didn’t know the performance of the “automated device”
was actually the subject’s own performance.  Experiment results show that subjected detected
automated scheduler’s errors more often than they detected their own, but they also falsely
classified its correct performance as an error more often than their own-an increased false
alarm rate.
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Out-of-the-loop familiarity

As stated by Wickens (1992), “When an automatic controller replaces the operator, the level
of interaction or familiarity with the state of the system is reduced. Also, the operator will be
slower to detect it and will require a longer time to jump into the loop and exert the
appropriate corrective action if she or he is not integrally part of the loop”.

Loss of co-operation between human operators

As stated by Danaher (1980), “Intangible benefits can be acquired from the interaction of
human and automated system compared to the impersonal communications between human
and system”.

It seems desirable that automated systems communicate the status of the system to drivers to
help them determine when intervention is appropriate as stated by Stanton & Young (1999).

Norman (1990) stated, “The problem with automation is that it does not communicate its
status to the driver, which would help keep the driver in the control loop”. In the same
context, Stanton & Young (1999) suggested, “Feedback from the automated system is
required to keep the driver up to date”.

2.4. General Issues in CW/CAS Design

2.4.1. User Acceptance

As stated by Kleinmuntz (1990), “Driver will decide to use automation only if the perceived
level of automated performance is significantly better than self-perceived level of the driver’s
own performance, also this confidence in driver’s own ability may vary widely between
people”.

Michon (1993) stated, “People generally overestimated their driving ability, considering
themselves better drivers than they actually are, and this suggest that driving skill is much
prized by people”.  Also, Michon (1993) argued, “Acceptance of GIDS systems by particular
drivers or groups of drivers will depend on the degree to which the system meets drivers’
particular needs”.

In addition to this, different views in the way of dealing error of automation system need to be
considered. As stated by Wickens (1992), “Some users may error of automated devices as
merely a statistical data point, and some users may view error as a sign of a fundamental flaw
and choose to ignore the automated device entirely”.

Michon (1993) stated, “Some driver will resist automated systems because they derive
satisfaction from developing and maintaining the driving skills”.

Hancock & Parasuraman (1996) emphasised the unwillingness of operators to have control
literally lifted from their hands at any stage of operation.

As for the success of public transportation in terms of user acceptance, Hancock &
Parasuraman (1996) stated, “Public transportation is widely accepted even though this form of
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transit involves an explicit loss of control on the part of the user. Because the division of
control between the system and the user is explicitly defined at the outset, and the user
contents to this division, so the loss of control is tolerated”.

Hancock & Parasuraman (1996) stated, “Drivers may not easily accept any system that usurps
control without their consent”. This control responsibility problem will be reviewed in later
part of this study in more detail.

Wickens (1992) enumerated three factors with regard to user acceptance such as ‘user’s
mental model’, ‘differences in trust’ and ‘the tolerance for automation errors’.

Wickens (1992) stated, “If automation system works in a manner similar to that of the human
operator, it is more likely to be accepted”.

2.4.2. Control Responsibility

As stated by Brookhuis and De Waard (1999), “The views with respect to the different
automation modes may well be different for different stakeholders such as the authorities, the
general public and the end-users including professionals”.

Wickens (1992) showed three possible modes with regard to this control responsibility. The
first one can be that human operator can turn the automation on or off, in short, under
operator’s hand. The second is that this decision leaves in the hands of the intelligence of the
automated system itself. The third is that human operators can choose to implement an
automated decision rule and also give them the opportunity to set or adjust the decision
criterion for implementing automation.

Nilsson, Alm & Janssen (1991) studied optimal allocation of control between the driver and
CAS to investigate if drivers accept interventions from an intelligent help system. They
defined ‘warning’, ‘suggestion’ and ‘intervention’ system according to the degree of control
responsibility. ‘Warning’ system can only provide the driver information that situation is
getting dangerous, the decision of action remains to driver. In the ‘intervention’ system, driver
is deprived of all control over vehicle and cannot overrule the action from CAS. As an
intermediate level, ‘suggestion’ is designed, still control responsibility remains in driver.

As a conceptual frame for the decision of control responsibility, CLAS (Closed-Loop
Adaptive System, See Figure 2.2) can be considered (Wickens, 1992).

As stated by Wickens (1992), “Level of automation is adapted as a function of the inferred
workload of the human operator, so automation levels for a given operator may vary over
time according to the workload of operator”.
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Switch
Control

Automated
Perfomer

CLAS Manager
(Decision Rule)

Environment

Human Operator
Performer

Task

Figure 2-2 Closed Loop Adaptive System (from Wickens, 1992)

Morris & Rouse (1986) argued, “Performance in an adaptive aiding system is improved if the
human operator is in charge of the decision process”. Also, Hoedemaeker & Brookhuis (1999)
stated, “Handing over control to a device and the automated braking function is evaluated as
negative aspects of ADAS”. In the same context, an international questionnaire survey carried
out by Bekiaris et al. (1997) showed, “Driver population is reluctant to release vehicle control,
but is willing to accept it in emergency situations”.

Though lots of studies supported the advantage of human control responsibility, in critical
situations where driver has not enough time to avoid collision, ‘intervention’ system can only
be considered (Nilsson, Alm & Janssen, 1991).

2.4.3. Dilemma in Warning Alarms Strategy

“The selection of a detection criterion must balance the need for early detection with the
avoidance of false alarms” as stated by Hancock & Parasuraman (1996). According to Wilson
(1994), “General agreement in warning alarm strategy can be like this; it is imperative to
reduce the false alarm rates as much as possible without missing any real hazards in the scope
of warning signal design”.

Anyway, ‘dilemma’ in warning alarms strategy comes from the fact that “missed signals
(collisions) have a phenomenally high cost, yet their potential frequency is undoubtedly very
low” as stated by Hancock & Parasuraman (1996). However, “If system is designed to
minimise misses at all costs, then the problem of frequent false alarms is immediately
encountered” as stated by Hancock & Parasuraman (1996).

Farber & Paley (1993) argued, “An ideal detection algorithm might be one that gives an alarm
in collision-possible conditions, even though the driver would like to avoid a crash”. On this
statement, Hancock & Parasuraman (1996) stated, “This idea can be an aid in allowing
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improved response to an alarm in a collision-likely situation, but it is hardly acceptable to the
experienced driver”.

Michon (1993) stated, “Some authors suggest that the engineer needs to know approximately
how many false alarms about impending collisions there can be before the driver begins to
ignore all such warnings. Only then can a reasonable warning threshold be set”.

Wilson et al. (1997) showed the need of ‘cautionary warning’ based on the fact that about 7%
to 18% of rear-end accidents occur due to the following-too-close.

2.5. Specific Issues of Human Factor

General human factor issues - timing of warning (when), warning modality (how), and
warning contents (what) - were reviewed in this Section.

2.5.1. Timing of Warning

As stated by Hancock & Parasuraman (1996), “Properly designed timing of warning is critical
elements both system effectiveness and user acceptance”. Also, they stated, “The selection of
a detection criterion must balance the need for early detection with the avoidance of false
alarms”.

Too-early warning make drivers have a mistrust for the system due to the useless of warning
and too-late warning has no effect on collision avoidance.

The timing of warning criterion can be selected between TTC and WWC. Under TTC
strategy, the system determines whether a collision is likely to happen at current speeds and
distances, within a certain time interval. In a car-following situation, the time-to-collision is
the time taken for the two vehicles to collide if they maintain their present speed and
headway. Under WCC strategy, the system assumes that the vehicle preceding the CW/CAS-
equipped vehicle could brake at full braking power at any time (Janssen & Nilsson, 1990).

TTC is expressed as shown in eq. (2.1).

)( lf VV
RTTC
−

= (2.1)

Where,

TTC          Time to Collision (sec)
R           Range between following and lead vehicle )(m

lV          Speed of lead vehicle )( sm

fV         Speed of following vehicle )( sm

The WCC criterion in two vehicle moving condition can be expressed as shown in eq. (2.2).
This criterion assumes the full braking condition to both of vehicles (See Figure 2.3).
Warning distance is continuously calculated and compared to the measured range between
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lead and following vehicle. If the measured range is less than the warning distance, a warning
signal is activated.

[ ] CIVWTaVaVWD fdllff +⋅+⋅−⋅= )2()2( 22                             (2.2)

Where,

WD          Warning Distance )(m

lV            Speed of lead vehicle )( sm

fV           Speed of following vehicle )( sm

la            Deceleration of lead vehicle )( 2sm

fa           Deceleration of following vehicle )( 2sm

dWT        Warning time delay (sec)
CI Confidence Interval )(m

Figure 2-3 Illustration of Two-Vehicle Car-Following Situation

Janssen & Thomas (1994) compared different collision-avoidance detection criteria on
vehicle-following performance under simulated normal and low-visibility conditions. They
found beneficial effects for a system that used a 4-second TTC criterion. Drivers with this
system had fewer short following headway (less than 1 sec) and lower overall driving speed.

Janssen & Nilsson (1990) stated, “Timing of warning criteria may have very different
outcomes not only in the case of a critical situation, but in their effect on driving style
(Janssen, 1989), so empirical studies should contrast the two criteria to see whether and in
what way they differ in their behavioural consequences”.

2.5.2. Warning Modality

As a manner of delivering warning message, several modalities have been considered,
including visual, auditory, haptic, and so forth.

Wilson (1994) and Llyod (1999) suggested some advantages and disadvantages of each
modality in detail. In summary, main shortcoming of visual mode can be the increase of
visual attention workload, and main advantage is that it provides precise information or

fV lV

Range (m)
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absolute value. Auditory mode can be limited by the driver’s hearing ability and surrounding
noise, but this mode can orient the driver more likely to the forward vehicle or situation. The
most important feature of haptic mode can be the reduction of warning time delay.

Llyod (1999) suggested some criteria for the selection of DVI (Driver Vehicle Interface)
warning modalities.

 Benefit all drivers
 Not require specific directional orientation
 Be compatible with driver’s response
 Have viable integration with other CAS and DAS (Driver Assistant System)

Labiale (1990) showed that subject’s workload is lowered when utilising an aural presentation
of navigation information as opposed to a visual presentation. As for collision warning
applications where very short words or commands relative to navigation displays, audible
mode may be useful compared to visual (See also Wilson, 1994).

Hirst & Graham (1994) tested several warning presentation formats on driver braking
performance in a simulator. All tested systems used ‘4-second TTC criterion’. They found
that subjects preferred a system that combined a visual display with a non-speech auditory
display.

Schumann et al. (1993) examined the potential to modify the vehicle control dynamics by
modifying the driver’s control input. They found that drivers were more responsive to
proprioceptive cues (such as steering wheel vibration or force feedback, e.g., resisting the
driver’s control input to change lanes) as compared to auditory warnings.

Janssen and Nilsson (1990) compared different combinations of warning modality and timing
of warning criterion. All tested CAS systems showed the positive effects in driver behaviour,
and largest safety gain was acquired in the combination of 4-second TTC criterion and active
accelerator pedal.

Nilsson, Alm & Janssen (1991) emphasized the specific feature of gas pedal that “Driver has
only to lift her or his foot from the to avoid its signal, also this manoeuvre decreases the speed
of his or her vehicle”.

2.5.3. Warning Contents

Warning contents regarding potentially hazardous situation can be provided to driver at
specific driving situation. Some safety information on upcoming intersection can be example.
Design of contents also can be the challenge in CW/CAS design.

2.6. Drivers’ Behavioural Changes with CW/CAS

As stated by Suetomi & Kido (1997), it is very important to know the driver’s behavioural
changes in use of such warning systems in the ‘driver-in-the-loop’ condition.

Janssen & Nilsson (1990) studied the behavioural changes with 7 sets of CAS strategy (See
Table 2.1). They concluded that ‘TTC plus Pedal’ are only the system, which does not suffer
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from side effects. However, Janssen & Nilsson (1990) argued, “Increase in average speed can
be explained as the trust of users and this will be exchanged for a gain of safety”.

In questionnaire carried out by Janssen & Nilsson (1990), “There was no system at all that
was at once considered useful anyway, that people would like to have in their car, and that
they would to pay a large sum of money”.

Table 2-1 CAS Effects on driving behaviour (from Janssen & Nilsson, 1990)

System Headways
(< 1 sec.)

Average
speed Level of acc. / dec. Driving in

left lane

TTC+Light
TTC+Buzzer
TTC+Pedal
Worst  case+Light
Worst  case+Light
Worst  case+Light
Brake distance ind.

 Increased
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced

Increased
Increased
Less
Same
Increased
Increased
Increased

Increased
Increased
Same
Increased
Increased
Increased
Increased

Greatly Increased
Increased
Same
Same
Increased
Increased
Same

Suetomi & Kido (1997) analysed the effects of collision warning systems on the drivers’
behaviours. The responses of 45 subjects when they were faced with sudden braking of the
preceding cars were analysed. WCC was used as the timing of warning criterion. Subjects’
response times were generally shortened by collision warnings and also they kept longer
headway distances with collision warnings. They divided three headway groups as less than
one second (30%), headway from one to two seconds (52%) and more than two seconds
(18%). The subjects in the middle headway group responded about 0.5 sec earlier on average
with warnings than without warnings, also the collision rate of the small headway group was
much smaller with warnings than without warnings.

As an empirical experiment on the driver behaviour with another ADAS, Stanton & Young
(1999) compared the workload in manual and ACC, AS, and ACC and AS together. Twelve
drivers participated in the experiment and all drivers were exposed to both the manual and
ACC conditions. There were significant differences in the position of the vehicle on the road.
Drivers in the AS, and ACC and AS together conditions drove much closer to the centre of
their lane than drivers in the manual and ACC conditions. They interpreted this results like
that the AS would ensure good lane keeping behaviour. As the other result, drivers in the
ACC and ACC and AS together conditions drove more consistently at the target speed in
following the lead vehicle than drivers in the manual and AS conditions. From the secondary
task measurement for workload, greatest workload was experienced in the manual and ACC
(no statistically significant differences between these two condition) and less workload was
experienced in the AS condition and least workload was experienced in the ACC and AS
together conditions.

In the study of Nilsson, Alm & Janssen (1991) on the optimal control allocation problem, time
headway and distance to collision was improved strongest with the ‘intervention’ condition.
Subjects in the ‘warning’ condition drove closer to the centre line of the road compared to the
subjects in the ‘intervention’ condition. Subjects in the ‘intervention’ condition made
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significantly fewer overtaking compared to the subjects in the ‘suggestion’ condition.
‘Intervention’ system was rated as the system that had the greatest impact on the driver’s
control over the car, and it was also rated as the system that was most disturbing.

2.7. Technical Aspects & Limitations

Detection module, decision module, actuating module can be basic elements for CW/CAS. In
the primitive CW/CAS developing stage, considerable efforts have been taken for the
performance of detection module (sensors). Still, the problems with regard to ‘false alarms’
and ‘nuisance alarms’ are remained to solve.

Wilson et al. (1997) suggested acquisition range of detection and horizon and vertical field of
view in their study on ‘FCW performance Guidelines’. According to this, greater and equal
130 meters detection range can ensure 98% of system effectiveness. As for the detecting angle
of sensor, this study suggested that ± 8 ° in horizon and ±2.5° to 3.5° in vertical can ensure
97% sensitivity in system effectiveness to changes in roadway grade and vehicle pitch.

Especially, specification of horizontal angle is necessary to minimise nuisance alarms from
vehicles in adjacent traffic lanes, parked vehicles, roadway signs and so forth. System that
ignores road curvature will have a resulting decrease in system benefit based on the fact that
rear-end collisions occur on curves by approximately 9% (Wilson et al., 1997).

Products in Market

As one of the system makers of CW/CAS, ‘Eaton VORAD EVT-200’ has previously
developed and reported upon ‘SmartCruise Intelligent Cruise Control System’, which
integrates electronically-controlled engines to the standard collision warning system to
provide an unusual levels of driver convenience and safety (Chakraborty, Gee & Smedley,
1996). The brakes are applied as a last resort in dangerous headway situation after the driver
has demonstrated a failure to respond to the sensed conditions and to the additional warning
cues from the collision warning system (Chakraborty et al., 1996).

This system consists of ‘AutoBrake PC’, ‘ABS / TC (Traction Control) system’, ‘Collision
Warning System’, and  ‘Engine Instrument’. PC can be used for control and signal processing
algorithms, operator interface, driver interface, data acquisition, storage, and analysis. PC
connects to ABS / TC via CAN (Controller Area Network), also linked to engine. ABS / TC
acts not only anti-lock braking function also responsible for data receiving and parsing, and
proper modulation of the traction control valve (Chakraborty et al., 1996).

They designed algorithm having three distinct elements; activation distance (minimum safety
distance) computation, desired brake computation, and brake pressure control. The first part
will determine when the braking manoeuvre should begin and what desired separation
distance should be. The second part will compute the amount of deceleration and brake
pressure. Finally, the third part will compute the duty cycle for the pulse-width modulation of
the traction control valve in order to generate the desired brake pressure (Chakraborty et al.,
1996).

In the experiment carried out by Chakraborty et al. (1996), braking performance by driver and
automated braking was compared when the warning cue delivered from CWS. Significant
improvements were acquired from automatic system by reducing the response time, also
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automatic braking system immediately braked to the correct brake pressure as opposed to
human performance. However, Chakraborty et al. (1996) argued, “Sudden release of brake
pressure startled drivers with the fear of brake loss needs to be considered”.

2.8. Characteristics of Driver, Vehicle, and Environment

2.8.1. Driver

As stated by Shaheen & Niemeier (2001), “Future design and technological adaptations have
the potential to extend and strengthen driver confidence and performance in light of physical
limitations and age”.

Age is associated with declines in perceptual (e.g., vision and hearing), cognitive response
time (e.g., motor skills co-ordination), cognitive memory and attention, and physical strength
and dexterity performance as stated by Shaheen & Niemeier (2001).

Pike (1989) well summarized the aging problem with regard to the driving task like below.

• Decreased visual activity and decreased range of motion increased reaction time
• Decreased information processing ability make accident avoidance more difficult
• Decreased bone strength and decreased organ, sinew, and blood vessel flexibility lead to

lowered thresholds of injury occurrences
• Decreased reserve capacity to deal with injury once it has occurred results in increased

susceptibility to the consequences of injury

Below, defects of aging were described in terms of vision, hearing, cognitive response time,
cognitive attention & memory, and physical strength by extensive literature review.

Defects due to Aging

1. Vision

Sammons (1987) stated, “Visual distractions are increasingly a problem for elderly drivers
as age increases”.

Haigh (1993) stated, “Twice as much light for visual sensitivity is required at age 40
compared to age 20, and three times as much is necessary at age 60”.

Johnston et al. (1976) stated, “More than 25% have less than normal visual acuity and
about 8 % of the male have defective colour vision. Also, sensitivity to glare increases and
contrast sensitivity under low levels of illumination decreases significantly with
increasing age – especially above the age of about 50”.

Hayes, Kurokowa & Wierwille (1989) found that “Middle age and older drivers had
significantly longer in-vehicle glance times than those of younger drivers. And, these age
effects are generally due to the deterioration of vision and slowing of cognitive
processes”.
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Wolf (1967) pointed out, “Loss of visual sensitivity with increasing age is caused by
shrinkage of several degrees of peripheral visual angle”.

2. Hearing

Haigh (1993) stated, “By the age of 50, there is enough hearing loss on average to create
impairment under more demanding situations, such as faint sounds, background noise, and
multiple sources”.

McCloskey, Koepsell, Wolf & Buchner (1994) stated, “It is conceivable that a hearing aid
worn while driving might produce feedback or other sounds that could distract the driver”.

3. Cognitive; response time

Salthouse (1985) stated, “Consistent finding in aging research is that co-ordination of
motor skills slows with increased age”.

Cooper (1990) stated, “Sorting relevant information from a ‘sea’ of competing stimuli
becomes ever more difficult with advancing years”.

4. Cognitive; working memory and attention

Odenheimer, Beaudet, Jette, Albert, Grande & Minaker (1994) suggested, “In driving
performance, visual and attention tasks are important for correct positioning of a vehicle,
and selective attention is important for appropriate action in complex traffic situations”.

5. Physical strength and dexterity

Haigh (1993) stated, “Individual of age 65 years or more could achieve only about 75% of
their early capacity in strength and endurance. If muscle strength also deteriorates, there
may be a reduction in the accuracy of movement as well”.

Pike (1989) stated, “Diminished capacity to avoid accidents and the diminished injury
threshold, may be offset, at least in part, by the experience and maturity of judgement
which may result in cautious behaviour such as not driving at night, not jay walking,
driving less aggressively and not speeding”.

2.8.2. Vehicle

“Braking performance is critical in the avoidance of accident and almost every single accident
involves the application of the vehicle brakes” as stated by Smith (1998).

As stated by Strandberg (1998), “Except of the hazards due to unpredicted change in
properties within one vehicle, differences between vehicles in braking performance are
responsible of many rear end crashes”. He stated that a vehicle with inferior brakes and tires
must be driven a much longer distance behind superior vehicles on slippery winter roads.

As stated by Mannering & Kilareski (1998), “The maximum attainable vehicle deceleration
can be acquired from correctly distribute braking forces between the vehicle’s front and rear
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brakes”. Technological approaches including ABS (Antilock Braking Systems) have been
continuously designed to prevent the coefficient of road adhesion from dropping to slide
values and raising the braking efficiency (See also Mannering & Kilareski, 1998).

2.8.3. Environment

Braking performance of vehicle is substantially reduced in icy and snowy road surface
condition and deceleration capacity may decrease by more than 90% compared to dry
condition (Strandberg, 1998).

2.9. Conclusion

CW/CAS has numerous issues remained to be solved as discussed in this Chapter.

Possible adverse effects of CW/CAS in psychological viewpoint has been issued and debated
more or less recently. Until now the gap between the view of CW/CAS developers and
psychologists on this issue seems to be sustained.

Drivers’ pride and over-estimate of driving skill might turn out as the reluctance to CW/CAS.
However, practical strategies on how to overcome this problem have not sufficiently debated.

As for the control responsibility, the idea that keeps the vehicle control within driver’s hands
has been supported by many studies so far. However, in the extreme condition where warning
only is not enough to avoid the collision, ‘intervention’ mode can be considered.

Relatively large number of experimental studies with regard to human factors in design of
CW/CAS has been carried out. Usually, a different set of warning criteria & warning
methodology was compared in terms of driver behaviour. So far most of studies showed a
positive conclusion on CW/CAS compared to without CW/CAS.

By the way, relatively few studies have been carried out on the design of CW/CAS with
regard to the characteristics of driver, vehicle, and environment.
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3. Accident Analysis

3.1. Introduction

As stated by Campbell & Massie (1991), “Advanced technology offers the promise of
collision avoidance countermeasures, and the main purpose of accident analysis in this
context will be identification of the most common situations that are amenable to the new
countermeasures”.

Countermeasures for high-risk factors should take priority over those for low-risk factors,
particularly if they are equally prevalent as stated by Campbell & Massie (1991).

In this Chapter, the susceptibility of fatal rear-end accidents among a different age of driver,
vehicle type, road surface, visibility, road geometry, travel lane allocation, and road facility
group was concerned. Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) was used as a database.
Relative Rear-end Accident Involvement Ratio (RRAIR) among a different driver, vehicle,
and environment group was analysed using FARS as a database.

3.2. Literature Review; Focus on Rear-end Accidents

The opportunity for safety improvement through collision avoidance systems can be figured
out from below Figure 3.1. Rear-end, single vehicle road departure, and crossing path
(intersection) crashes comprise nearly three-fourths of all crashes in approximately equal
proportions (Leasure & Burgett, 1994).

Rear end
26%

Head on
3%

Ped/Cyc
3%

Other
14% Backing

3%

Lane change &
merge
4%

Single vehicle
roadway
departure

20%
Intersection

crossing path
27%

Figure 3-1 Distribution of Major Target Crash Types (from Leasure & Burgett, 1994)
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Below Table 3.1 shows the fact on the fatal accidents comprising of collisions with motor
vehicle cases only. As shown in Table 3.1, rear-end accidents are relatively lower portion in
fatal accidents as compared to the head-on or angle accidents.

Table 3-1 Fatal Accident Statistics, USA 1999 (from NHTSA, 2000)

Crash Severity
Crash Type

Fatal (percent) Injury PDO Total

Rear-end   1,923 (12.6%)    618,000 (42.7%) 1,239,000 (41.6%) 1,859,000 (41.9%)

Head-on   5,166 (33.8%)      60,000   (4.2%)      44,000   (1.4%)    109,000   (2.5%)

Angle   7,542 (49.3%)    699,000 (48.3%) 1,242,000 (42.0%) 1,948,000 (43.9%)

Others*      660   (4.3%)      70,000  (4.8%)    447,000 (15.0%)    517,000 (11.7%)

Total 15,291 1,447,000 2,972,000 4,433,000

Note *: Others include sideswipe and other unknown type of crashes

Wilson et al. (1997) showed that most rear-end collisions (approximately 70%) occurred with
the vehicle in the forward path stopped while the remainder occurred with the vehicle in the
forward path moving (decelerating, constant slower speed, and so forth).

Wiacek & Najm (1999) derived the top five rear-end pre-crash scenarios based on the 1992 to
1996 GES as shown in Table 3.2. The avoidance manoeuvre attempted by drivers in the
following vehicle also analysed based on the ‘Corrective Action Attempted’ variable in the
‘Vehicle/Driver File’ of 1996 GES. The interesting feature was that ‘No Action’ attempted
over 78% in scenarios 1,2,3 and 5 in Table 3.2 (68.6% in scenario 4). ‘Braked’ ranked as the
second and ranges from 8.1% in scenario 3 and 25.7% in scenario 4. ‘Steered’, ‘Brake &
Steered’ only proportioned around 1%. Another interesting feature is that driver of following
vehicle was charged with a violation as high as 51 percent (%) of the cases. Violations
charged to the driver include alcohol or drugs, speeding, alcohol or drugs, reckless driving,
failure to yield right-of-way, and so forth.
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Table 3-2 Top five Rear-end Pre-crash Scenarios (from Wiacek & Najm, 1999)

Scenario
No. Scenario Definition Relative

Frequency* (%)

1
Both following and lead vehicle are travelling at
constant speed on a straight road and lead vehicle
decelerates

37.0

2
Following vehicle is travelling at constant speed on
a straight road and encounters a lead vehicle stopped
in traffic lane ahead

30.2

3
Following vehicle is travelling at constant speed on
a straight road and encounters a lead vehicle
travelling at a constant, lower speed

14.1

4
Both following and lead vehicles are decelerating on
a straight road and then lead vehicle decelerates at a
higher rate

4.5

5
Following vehicle is travelling at constant speed on
a curved road encounters a lead vehicle stopped in
traffic lane ahead

3.0

Partial Sum 88.8*

   Note *: Relative frequency represents the average value from 1992 through 1996

3.3. Rear-end Accident & Driver, Vehicle, Environment Characteristics

3.3.1. Driver

Wilson (1994) cited a study by Frontier Engineering (1993) to show the causes of rear-end
accident (See Figure 3.2). In this Figure, driver inattention accounts for the largest of rear-end
crash causal factors by 63% and following-too-closely represents 14% of rear-end crash.
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Figure 3-2 Rear-End Crash Causes from NASS (from Frontier Engineering, 1991)

Wiacek & Najm (1999) showed that drivers between the age of 16 and 24 years were over-
represented in all five scenarios (See Table 3.2) at approximately 30 percent of rear-end
collision cases given that this age category constitutes about 21 percent of all licensed drivers.
Conversely, drivers over 64 years of age were under-represented at about 6 percent of rear-
end collision crashes, given 13 percent of all licensed drivers. As for gender, male drivers
were slightly over represented in rear-end collisions at about 60 percent given 53% of driving
population.

Stamatiadis (2000) suggested that elderly female drivers had a higher ratio than their male
cohorts under various condition based on the RAIR (Relative Accident Involvement Ratio)
analysis. Also, this study suggested that no gender distinctions in crash patterns were noted
for drivers under age 55.

Top-five Driver related causes in fatal rear-end accidents were acquired using FARS as shown
in Table 3.3.
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Table 3-3 Top Five Driver Related Causes of Fatal Rear-End Accident (FARS, 1999)

Driver Related Causes Number of Drivers (%)

• Driving too fast for conditions or in excess of posted
maximum 507 (10 %)

• Inattentive (talking, eating, etc) 360 (7 %)

• Following improperly 336 (7 %)

• Operating the vehicle in a erratic, reckless, careless or
operating at erratic / suddenly changing speeds 219 (5 %)

• Stopping in roadway (vehicle not abandoned) 120  (3 %)

• Others 3,323 (68 %)

Sum 4,865 (100%)

3.3.2. Vehicle

Wiacek & Najm (1999) provided statistics on vehicle types of striking and struck vehicles
involved in rear-end collisions. Results showed that light vehicle including automobile, light
truck, utility vehicles, and vans struck another light vehicle in over 90% under scenarios 1,2,3
and 5 (85% in scenario 4). In scenario 4 (condition of both vehicle decelerate), a truck struck
a light vehicle in 12.1 percent of the cases, compared to only 3 percent or below in the other
scenarios. The truck is most likely to hit a lead vehicle in rear-end pre-crash scenario 4 (13.3
% of scenario cases).

Campbell (1991) showed that 29% of large truck was involved in accidents of multiple
vehicles, non-intersection with same direction while 20% of car and 18 % of light truck was
involved in the same type of accidents.

3.3.3. Environment

Campbell (1991) showed that about 23% of accidents multiple vehicle, non-intersection with
same direction type of accidents occurred on wet road surface while about 19% and about
18% of the same type of accidents occurred on dry and icy road surface condition
respectively.

According to the study of National Transportation Safety Board (1980) in USA, about 13.5%
of fatal highway accidents and a higher percentage of total highway accidents occur on wet
pavement though precipitation is only 3.0 to 3.5 percent of the time in the USA. However, the
fact specific to rear-end accidents was not provided.
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In the study of Wiacek & Najm (1999), the travel speed of following vehicle in rear-end
collision impending situation was 23, 27, and 39 under speed limit of 35, 45, 55 MPH
respectively with the explanation that this finding might be attributed to congested traffic
conditions.

3.4. Rear-end Accident Susceptibility Analysis

3.4.1. FARS

The Fatal Accident Reporting System is a computerised accident database maintained by the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

The accident file was set up to document every fatal crash that occurred on a US public road
since January 1975. A fatal crash is defined as one in which anyone dies within 30 days of the
crash as a result of the crash (Evans, 1991).

As mentioned by Evans (1991), FARS has not provided the post-crash physical examinations
of vehicle and site to provide estimates of travel speed, or vehicle change of speed on impact,
the most effective indicator of crash severity. In short, FARS is limited to information which
can be readily recorded, such as the number and type of vehicles involved, sex and age of
occupants involved, time of day, posted speed limit on the roadway, etc. (Evans, 1991).

Merit and demerit of using FARS as an accident database can be stated as shown below.

Merit

+    ‘Query system’ prepared in FARS gives an easy access to data
+    Relative higher reliability of fatal accidents database than the others

Demerit

- Confined to the characteristics of fatal accidents

3.4.2. Design of Analysis

Age was selected to characterise the driver group. Passenger car, light truck and heavy truck
are selected in vehicle case. A different road surface, visibility, road alignment, travel lane
allocation, and road facility group in case of environment were selected.

Table 3.4 shows the design of accident analysis in the present study. It should be noted that
only crashes in which the first harmful event was a collision between two motor vehicles were
considered in the present analysis.
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Table 3-4 Design of Accident Analysis Using FARS

Factors Criterion Groups Comments

Driver (years) Age
Group 1: 16 ~ 34
Group 2: 35 ~ 54
Group 3: Over 55

Younger group
Middle-aged group
Older group

Vehicle Type
Passenger
Light truck
Large truck

-

Road Surface Weather
Dry
Wet
Snow & Ice

-

Visibility Time of Day &
Lighting

Daylight
Dark
Dark & Lighting

-

Lane
Allocation
Condition

Number of Travel
Lanes

2 Lane
3 or 4 Lane
More than 5

-

Road Facility Type Junction or not Junction
Non-Junction -

Horizontal
Profile

Straight
Curve -

Road Alignment
Vertical
Profile

Level
Grade
Crest
Sag

-
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3.4.3. Results

Vehicle

FARS provides the fact on vehicle related fatal accidents in cases of collision with motor
vehicle in transport by the impact point as a first harmful event (See Table 3.5). However,
classification of striking and struck vehicle was not provided.

Accidents involvement ratio by the type of collisions such as rear-end, head-on, angle and
others is shown in Figure 3.3.

Table 3-5 Fatal Accidents Result by the Vehicle Type Group (FARS, 1999)

Vehicle Rear-end Front Side Others Total

Passenger cars 1,262 9,909 5,181 225 16,577

Light truck    851 8,455 1,747 138 11,191

Large truck    679 2,562    611   68   3,920

Sum 2,792 20,926 7,539 431 31,688

Figure 3-3 Accident Involvement Ratios by the Type of Collisions (Vehicle Type)
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Road Surface Condition

Result from FARS (Query Condition: Manner of Collision, Road surface condition, Number
of Crashes) is shown in Table 3.6.

Accidents involvement ratio by the type of collisions such as rear-end, head-on, angle and
others is shown in Figure 3.4.

Table 3-6 Fatal Accidents Results by the Road Surface Group (FARS, 1999)

Road Surface Rear-end Head-on Angle Others Total

Dry 1,735 3,942 6,546 574 12,797

Wet    165    923    856   79 2,023

Snow & Ice     26    292      138     11 467

Sum 1,926 5,157 7,540 664 15,287

Figure 3-4 Accident Involvement Ratios by the Type of Collisions (Road Surface)
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Visibility

Result from FARS (Query Condition: Manner of Collision, Lighting Condition, Number of
Crashes) is shown in Table 3.7.

Accidents involvement ratio by the type of collisions such as rear-end, head-on, angle and
others is shown in Figure 3.5.

Table 3-7 Fatal Accidents Result by the Visibility Group (FARS, 1999)

Visibility Rear-end Head-on Angle Others Total

Daylight 1,005 3,330 5,280 408 10,023

Dark    479 1,463 1,001 135   3,078

Dark & Light    303   388 1,068   80   1,839

Sum 1,787* 5,181 7,349 623 14,940

            Note *: Dawn, dusk, and unknown accidents make up the total number of
Fatal rear-end crashes (1,923)

Figure 3-5 Accident Involvement Ratios by the Type of Collisions (Visibility)
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Road Alignment Condition (I) – Horizontal Profile

Result from FARS (Query Condition: Manner of Collision, Road Alignment Condition,
Number of Crashes) is summarized in Table 3.8.

Accidents involvement ratio by the type of collisions such as rear-end, head-on, angle and
others is shown in Figure 3.6.

Table 3-8 Fatal Accidents Result by the Horizontal Alignment Group (FARS, 1999)

Road
Alignment

(Horizontal)
Rear-end Head-on Angle Others Total

Straight 1,811 3,525 6,931 518 12,785

Curve   116 1,638   602 149   2,505

Sum 1,927 5,163 7,533 667 15,290

Figure 3-6 Accident Involvement Ratios by the Type of Collisions (Road Alignment I)
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Road Alignment Condition (II) – Vertical Profile

Result from FARS (Query Condition: Manner of Collision, Road Alignment Condition,
Number of Crashes) is shown in Table 3.9.

Accidents involvement ratio by the type of collisions such as rear-end, head-on, angle and
others is shown in Figure 3.7.

Table 3-9 Fatal Accidents Result by the Vertical Alignment Group (FARS, 1999)

Road
Alignment
(Vertical)

Rear-end Head-on Angle Others Total

Level 1,451 3,299 5,811 477 11,038

Grade   418  1536 1,420 155   3,529

Crest     31    263   168 21 14,567

Sag       1     19     24 3        47

Sum 1,901* 5,117 7,423 656 15,097
Note *: unknown accidents make up total number of fatal rear-end crashes (1,923)

Figure 3-7 Accident Involvement Ratios by the Type of Collisions (Road Alignment II)   
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Lane Allocation Condition - Number of Travel Lane -

Result from FARS (Query Condition: Manner of Collision, Number of Travel Lane, Number
of Crashes) is shown in Table 3.10.

Accidents involvement ratio by the type of collisions such as rear-end, head-on, angle and
others is shown in Figure 3.8.

Table 3-10 Fatal Accidents Result by the Lane Allocation Condition (FARS, 1999)

Number of
Travel Lane Rear-end Head-on Angle Others Total

2 Lane 1,241 4,465 5,469 476 11,651

3 or 4 Lane    551    607 1,682 164 3,004

More than 5    112      54   222  26 414

Sum 1,904* 5,126 7,373 666 25,415

            Note *: One lane and unknown accidents make up fatal rear-end crashes (1,923)
.

Figure 3-8 Accident Involvement Ratios by the Type of Collisions (Lane Allocation)
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Road Facility Type  - Intersection Related

Result from FARS (Query Condition: Manner of Collision, Relation to Junction – Intersection
Related -, Number of Crashes) is shown in Table 3.11.

Accidents involvement ratio by the type of collisions such as rear-end, head-on, angle and
others is shown in Figure 3.9.

Table 3-11 Fatal Accidents Result by the Road Facility Group (FARS, 1999)

Facility Type Rear-end Head-on Angle Others Total

Non-Junction 1,396 4,718 1,427 573 8,114

Junction 404 381 5,579 55 6,419

Sum 1,800* 5,099 7,006 628 14,533
            Note *: unknown accidents make up fatal rear-end crashes (1,923)

Figure 3-9 Accident Involvement Ratios by the Type of Collisions (Road Facility)
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Driver

Statistic analysis on the susceptibility of different driver age group to rear-end accident was
not completed in the present study by using FARS Query system.

Summary of Results

Table 3.12 shows the results of the fatal accident analysis in the present study.

Table 3-12 Results of Fatal the Accident Analysis

Factors Groups Relative
Order a Max. Difference b

Vehicle
Passenger car

        Light truck
        Large truck

F-S-R
F-S-R
F-R-S

+ 9%
(Large truck – Car)

Road Surface
Dry
Wet
Snow & Ice

A-H-R
H-A-R
H-A-R

+ 8%
(Dry – Snow & Ice)

Visibility
Daylight
Dark
Dark & Lighting

A-H-R
H-A-R
A-H-R

+ 6%
(Dark – Daylight)

Straight
Curve

A-H-R
H-A-R

+ 9%
(Straight – Curve)

Road Geometry
(Alignment)

Level
Grade
Crest
Sag

A-H-R
H-A-R
H-A-R
A-H-R

+ 11%
(Level – Sag)

Lane Allocation
Condition

2 Lane
3 or 4 Lane

        More than 5

A-H-R
A-H-R
A-R-H

+ 16%
(More than 5 – 2 lane)

Road Facility
Type

Non-Junction
        Junction

H-A-R
A-(R, H)

+ 11%
(Non-Junction – Junction)

Note a: Descending order of relative accident involvement ratio
‘A’ stands for angle, ‘R’ for Rear-end, ‘H’ for Head on accident respectively
 In case of Vehicle, ‘F’ stands for Front, ‘S’ for Side, and ‘R’ for Rear-end impact

 b: Maximum difference of Rear-end Accident Involvement Ratios between groups
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3.5. Conclusion  

Rear-end accident has a smaller portion in fatal accidents as compared to head-on or angle
type of accidents.

Driver’s inattention was emphasised as a main driver-related cause of rear-end accidents
(about 63%) in a several previous studies.

As a result of accident analysis, heavy truck showed a higher susceptibility of the fatal rear-
end accidents than car and light truck. Also, dry road surface compared to wet or snow, dark
condition compared to daylight condition, straight road compared to curved road, level road
compared to grade, crest or sag, roadway having more than 5 travel lanes compared to
roadway having 2, 3 or 4 travel lanes showed a higher susceptibility of the fatal rear-end
accidents.
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4. Quantitative Effects Analysis

4.1. Introduction

One perspective was made that an adverse driving situation in terms of driver and vehicle
performance (such as old driver, heavy truck without ABS) requires a longer warning distance
than in favourable condition (such as young driver, passenger car with ABS). Scenarios were
designed to describe the different combination of driver and vehicle in a car-following
situation. Effects of driver and vehicle characteristics were expressed using Required
Minimum Warning Distance (RMWD).

4.2. Effect Assessment Manner

4.2.1. Measure

Definition of RMWD in the present study is ‘the distance required for the following vehicle to
stop safely provided that the lead vehicle stops abruptly with its practical maximum
deceleration’.

RMWD is expressed as shown in eq. (4.1). This equation includes the warning time delay
(reaction time on warning signal) and the confidence interval.

[ ] CIVWTaVaVRMWD fdllff +⋅+⋅−⋅= )2()2( 22                             (4.1)

Where,

RMWD     Required Minimum Warning Distance )(m

lV         Speed of lead vehicle )( sm

fV        Speed of following vehicle )( sm

la         Deceleration of lead vehicle )( 2sm

fa        Deceleration of following vehicle )( 2sm

dWT     Warning time delay (sec)
CI Confidence Interval )(m

In practical application, the values for warning time delay and decelerations of both vehicles
are assumed to determine RMWD. However, different values were assumed among different
studies as shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4-1 Values Used in Different Studies for Warning Time Delay & Decelerations

Deceleration
Reference

fa )( 2sm la )( 2sm

Warning
Time Delay

dWT (sec)

Confidence Interval
CI )(m

Düll & Peters (1978) 6.0* 6.0* 1 Not Referred

Wilson et al. (1997) 7.4 8.3 2.4 2.0

Suetomi & Kido (1997) 5.9 7.8 1 Not Referred

Burgett et al. (1998) 7.4 - 1.5 2.0

Note *: assumes dry road surface condition

Speed of lead vehicle can be derived from the speed of following vehicle and range rate as
shown in (4.2).

)( dtdRVV fl += (4.2)

Where,

lV          Speed of lead vehicle )( sm

fV         Speed of following vehicle )( sm
R          Range between following and lead vehicle )(m

4.2.2. RMWD & Driver, Vehicle, and Environment Characteristics

Figure 4.1 illustrates two vehicle car-following situation where the lead vehicle is braking
from initial speed with constant deceleration to stop, and then the following vehicle also starts
to break after some reaction time with constant deceleration, assuming that two vehicles have
the same initial speed. The shaded area in Figure 4.1 represents ‘safety margin’ between lead
and following vehicle.

Age and gender might bring some difference in driving performance. This difference mainly
related to the warning time delay under collision warning situation. The shaded area in Figure
4.2 shows the shape of this effect in RMWD determination.
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Type of vehicle and braking system might bring some difference in vehicle breaking
performance. Also, different friction between tire and roadway because of the road surface
condition such as dry, wet and icy can effect the breaking efficiency.
The shaded area in Figure 4.3 shows the shape of this effect and the shaded area in Figure 4.4
shows the shape of combined effect.
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As speed increases, the size of effect increases, assuming same warning time and
decelerations. The shaded area in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the effect of speed.
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4.2.3. Preliminary Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity of warning time delay and decelerations in RMWD determination is shown in
Table 4.2.

Table 4-2 Result of Preliminary Sensitivity Analysis

Case No. I-1 I-2 I-3 I-4 II-1 II-2 II-3 II-4

Deceleration
)( 2sm

la =7.4 2sm  (0.75g)

fa =7.4 2sm
la =7.4 2sm

fa = la ×0.8=5.9 2sm

Speed )( sm lV = fV =22
(80 hmk )

lV = fV =28
(100 hmk )

lV = fV =22
(80 hmk )

lV = fV =28
(100 hmk )

Warning Time
Delay (sec) 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5

Confidence
Interval )(m 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

RMWD )(m 24 35 30 44 32 43 43 57

Case No. II-2 in Table 4.2 requires 43 m  of RMWD compared to 24 m in Case No. I-1, so 19
m difference is made. This increment of RMWD is due to the difference of warning time
delay and deceleration values. As speed increases from 22 )( sm to 28 )( sm , the difference of
RMWD will increases 27 m (57 m  – 30 m  in Table 4.2).

Eq. (4.1) for RMWD determination can be modified as shown in eq. (4.3) to use the
deceleration in g units and the speed in km/h (See also Strandberg, 1998). The same initial
speed of both lead and following vehicle was assumed and confidence interval was not
included.

WTdV
aag

aaV
RMWD

fl

fl ⋅+
⋅⋅⋅

−
= )6.3/(

9.25
)(2

(4.3)

Where,

RMWD     Required Minimum Warning Distance )(m
V         Speed of lead and following vehicle )/( hkm

la         Deceleration of lead vehicle )(g

fa        Deceleration of following vehicle )(g

dWT     Warning time delay (sec)
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Using eq. (4.3), RMWD was computed in the condition that the deceleration of following
vehicle is less than that of lead vehicle by 90%, 70%, and 50% respectively (See Figure 4.7,
Figure 4.8). The warning time delay was assumed as 1.0 sec in this computation.

As shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, significant difference in RMWD was derived because
of the different deceleration condition.
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Figure 4-7 RMWD Changes with Different Deceleration Sets (Speed at 100 km/h)
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Figure 4-8 RMWD Changes with Different Deceleration Sets (Speed at 60 km/h)
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Table 4-3 RMWD Changes with Different Deceleration Sets

RMWD (m)

Following Vehicle
Deceleration *

Following Vehicle
Deceleration*

90% 70% 50% 90% 70% 50%

Lead vehicle
Deceleration

)(g

Speed at 100 km/h Speed at 60 km/h

0.1 72 197 422 32 77 158

0.2 50 112 225 25 47 88

0.3 42 84 159 22 37 64

0.4 39 70 126 21 32 52

0.5 37 62 107 20 29 45

0.6 35 56 93 19 27 40

0.7 34 52 84 19 25 37

0.8 33 49 77 19 24 34

            Note *: Ratio to the lead vehicle deceleration

The above preliminary sensitivity result encourages the further analysis with more realistic
values of warning time delay and deceleration. This purpose was attempted in the following
Section 4.3.

4.3. Parameter Survey

Stopping Sight Distance (SSD) is so similar with parameters in RMWD in terms of definition
and application purpose.

The above idea was the main motive to review the literatures with regard to SSD, specifically,
driver’s reaction time and deceleration of vehicles.

Parameters used in RMWD can be matched with the parameters used in SSD as shown in
Table 4.4.

Previous studies on PBRT were reviewed for warning time delay and studies on ‘breaking
distance’ for SSD determination were reviewed for the deceleration values in RMWD.

However, the main difference between SSD and RMWD is the target to apply. That is, SSD is
designed to meet the demand of specific percentile of driver population while RMWD is
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designed to meet the need of individual driver, his/her vehicle, and environment at specific
time and place.

SSD is the sum of two components – ‘brake reaction distance’ and ‘braking distance’.
‘Braking reaction distance’ is defined as the distance travelled from the instant of object
detection to the instant the brakes are applied. ‘Braking distance’ is defined as the distance
travelled from the instant the brakes are applied to when the vehicle is deceleration to a stop
(Fambro, Koppa, Picha & Fitzpatrick, 1998). Brake reaction distance is based on the vehicle’s
speed and driver’s PBRT (AASHTO, 1994; Fambro et al., 1998). As well as the factors
affecting ‘braking reaction distance’, the factors influencing ‘braking distance’ such as
pavement characteristics and driver efficiencies also vary widely.

Table 4-4 Parameters Match between RMWD & SSD

Parameters RMWD SSD

Driver Related Parameter Warning
Time Delay PBRT

Vehicle, Environment
Related Parameter

Decelerations of lead and
following vehicles

Deceleration to avoid the
collision with object on

the roadway

4.3.1. Literature Reviews on PBRT

As stated by Johansson & Rumar (1965), one of the main factors, which will decide whether
or not the accident will be avoided, is the driver’s reaction time.

PBRT is the summation of brake reaction time (BRT) and perception reaction time (PRT). In
USA case, 1 second has been used for BRT since 1940 and 2.5 seconds for PBRT in a
highway design (AASHTO, 1994; Fambro, 1998).

Johansson & Rumar (1965) suggested that every subject had a longer BRT when the signal
occurred completely unexpectedly and the mean difference between the two situations was
0.2 seconds. In this study, ‘correction factor’ for adjustment of ‘anticipated’ condition to
unexpected surprise’ condition was suggested as shown in eq. (4.4). The measured BRT was
in response to an auditory signal. Based on this correction factor, they estimated 0.9 seconds
or longer BRT in ‘potential accident situation’ with 50% of all occasions, 1.2 seconds or
longer for 25% of the occasions., greater than 2 seconds in few cases.

Correction factor = 
PBRTdAnticipate
PBRTectedUnexp

=  
s
s

54.0
73.0  = 1.35 (4.4)
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Sens, Cheng, Wiechel & Guenther (1989) surveyed on PRT (Perception Reaction Time)
based on about one hundred references. This study was purposed for the accident
reconstruction and categorized the previous studies as ‘basic human PRT’, ‘vehicle operations
related to PRT’, and ‘AASHTO PRT values’. Interesting studies with regard to CW/CAS
might be PRT with different stimuli for warning modality decision and PRT between different
driver groups. In this context, selected PRT values from this study are shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4-5 Reaction Time Studies (from Sens et al., 1989)

Reaction Time (Second) Stimulus

Lindholm (1986)

Young    Aged   Elderly

Low SF    0.237     0.249    0.253
High SF   0.239     0.253    0.262

*SF; Spatial Frequency

Subjects respond to visual
stimulus by pressing a button

Sivak, Olson & Farmer
(1982a)

Younger mean     0.61
Older mean          0.78
Female mean       0.77
Male mean           0.57

Subjects respond to lead
vehicle brake-light by pressing
a button with right thumb while
performing sign classification
by left thumb

Kloeppel (1995) reported that none of age groups (classified as 20-29; 35-44; 65-74) differed
in avoidance response time, speed, brake pedal force, or avoidance behaviour. In this study,
thirty-six subjects were response to the four emergency events with two levels of difficulty in
the driving simulation. Difference was found only in lateral placement at intersections. Older
drivers drove further to the right to the lane centre than younger and middle-aged drivers with
explanation that higher level of defensive behaviour among older drivers.

Similarly, Flint et al., (1988) have found no evidence that elderly drivers who exhibit poor
performance on driving simulators make any compensating adjustment in amount of driving
exposure.

Fambro et al. (1998) provided the summary of previous studies including on the PBRT in
‘unexpected surprise’ condition and ‘anticipated’ condition. The mean PBRT in ‘covert’
condition ranges from 1.12 to 1.30 (estimates; 1.27 for mean, 0.66 for S.D. -Standard
Deviation) with unexpected signals and in ‘surprise’ condition PBRT ranges from 1.06 to 1.50
(estimates; 1.28 for mean, 0.20 for S.D. with unexpected object. As for ‘anticipated’
condition, PBRT ranges from 0.31 to 0.84 (estimates; 0.56 for mean, 0.10 for S.D.) in driving
simulator studies and 0.72 to 0.75 (estimates; 0.73 for mean, 0.16 for SD) in ‘behind the
wheel’ condition (See Table 4.6).
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Table 4-6 PBRT under Surprise Condition (from Fambro et al., 1998)

Surprise (Unsuspecting Driver), Perception
to Start of Brake Actuation (PBRT)

Experiment Condition
Ages Mean Std. Dev.

Stimulus

Covert:

Gazis et al. (1960)
Sivak et al. (1982b)
Wortman & Matthias (1983)
Chang et al. (1985)

Mix
Mix
Mix
Mix

1.12
1.12
1.30
1.30

-
0.63
0.60
0.74

Unexpected
Signal in all
Cases

Surprise:

Olson & Sivak (1986)
Olson & Sivak (1986)
Sivak, M. (1987)
Lerner et al. (1995)

Young
Old
Mix
Mix

1.10
1.06
1.21
1.50

0.15
0.10
0.63
0.40

U.E. Obj.*
U.E. Obj.
U.E. Brake
Light, U.E. Obj

Note *: U.E. Obj.- Unexpected Object

As the most resent experimental study in this field, Fambro, Fitzpatrick & Koppa (1997)
carried out experiment to find the parameter values for SSD determination. They divide their
study into four sub-studies, study 1 as a pilot study, study 2, 3 and 4 as main studies.  In study
2, 26 subjects performed braking manoeuvres at a speed of 55 mph (88 km/h) with different
braking system (ABS), pavement conditions (wet or dry), and geometry conditions (tangent
section and a horizontal curve section). Study 3 is identical to study 2 except that subject used
their own vehicle in the experiment. Finally, study 4 is carried out in open-roadway not closed
course like study 2 and 3. When the subjects approached a particular location on the roadway,
an unexpected object suddenly appeared in their field of vision in this study. Below Table 4.7
showed the PBRT to an unexpected object from the above-mentioned sub-studies.
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Table 4-7 PBRT to Unexpected Object (from Fambro et al., 1997)

Study Age No. of Subjects Mean PBRT
(sec)

Standard
Deviation

(sec)

Study 2 Older
Younger

12
10

0.82
0.82

0.159
0.203

Study 3 Older
Younger

7
3

1.14
0.93

0.353
0.191

Study 4 Older
Younger

5
6

1.06
1.14

0.222
0.204

Table 4-8 PBRT to an Expected Object (from Fambro et al., 1997)

Study Age Gender No. of Subjects Mean PBRT
(sec)

Standard
Deviation

(sec)

Study 2 Older Female
Male

7
7

   0.66 *
   0.65 *

0.216
0.228

Younger Female
Male

6
6

0.57
   0.48 *

0.167
0.088

Study 3 Older Female
Male

5
3

0.67
0.65

0.252
0.345

Younger Female
Male

2
1

0.49
0.55

0.168
0.078

Note *: This value is used in the following Section 4.3.2 ‘Sensitivity Analysis’
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4.3.2. Literature Reviews on SSD

Practical SSD Decision in Highway Engineering

Deceleration can be simplified for the practical usage like eq. (4.5), assuming that
aerodynamic resistance, rolling resistance, moments of inertia and braking efficiency are
ignored (Mannering & Kilareski, 1998).

[ ])( Gfga ±−= (4.5)

Where,

a        Deceleration (g)
g        Gravity constant )807.9( 2sm
f        Coefficient of friction between tire and roadway
G        Grade in m/m (percent grade divided by 100)

As an example of SSD determination in highway engineering, eq. (4.6) was cited from
AASHTO (1994); USA case.

f
vvtSSD
⋅

+⋅⋅=
254

278.0
2

 (4.6)

Where,

SSD     Stopping Sight Distance (m)
t       Break Reaction time (sec)   
v      Initial speed (km/h)
f     Coefficient of friction between tire and roadway

Coefficient of friction in eq. (4.6) is provided according to the design speed and used to
determine the braking distance for a locked-wheel stop by a passenger car (Harwood, 1989).

However, SSD provided in Table 4.9 might be questioned for use in design for truck
operation as mentioned in AASHTO (1994). As stated by Harwood (1989), “Locked-wheel
values can be used to calculate locked-wheel stopping distance, but these values are not
deemed appropriate for predicting stopping distance that allow drivers to control trucks
driving stops from highway speeds on poor, wet roads”.
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Table 4-9 SSD - Minimum and Desirable for Wet Pavement - (from AASHTO, 1994)

Brake Reaction
Design Speed

(Km/h) Time(s) Distance (m)
 Coefficient of

Friction

Braking
Distance
On Level

(m)

SSD (m)

30 2.5 20.8 0.40 8.8 29.6

40 2.5 27.8 0.38 16.6 44.4
50 2.5 34.7 0.35 28.1 57.4
60 2.5 41.7 0.33 42.9 74.3
70 2.5 48.6 0.31 62.2 94.1
80 2.5 55.5 0.30 83.9 112.8
90 2.5 62.5 0.30 106.2 131.2
100 2.5 69.4 0.29 135.6 157.0
110 2.5 76.4 0.28 170.0 179.5
120 2.5 83.3 0.28 202.3 202.9

As stated by Mannering and Kilareski (1998), “The values of coefficient of friction used in
highway design are conservative estimates that are based on the assumption of some of the
worst driver skills (e.g., a tendency to lock the wheels), roadway and tire conditions, and
vehicle braking efficiencies”.

Previous Studies on the Deceleration Values

As stated by Harwood (1989), few studies are focused on the provision of braking distance,
which should be used in highway design criteria.

Harwood (1989) attempted to derive the SSD value for the large trucks based on the results
obtained by Fancher (1986) with a minor change in the assumption concerning pavement
surface properties as shown in Table 4.10. In the Table 4.10, three scenarios are designed
including tractor-trailer truck with conventional brake and worst performance driver (scenario
1), same condition except best performance driver (scenario 2), and antilock brake system
(scenario 3).
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Table 4-10 Truck Deceleration Rates for Use in Highway Design (from Harwood, 1989)

Deceleration Rate (g) a Braking Distance (m)

Vehicle
Speed

(km/h) e AASHTO
Policy

Worst
Performance

Driver b

Best
Performance

Driver c

Antilock
Brake

System

AASHTO
Policy

Worst
Performance

Driver

Best
Performance

Driver

Antilock
Brake

System

32 0.40 0.17 0.28 0.36 10 23 14 11

48 0.35 0.16 0.26 0.34 26 56 35 26

64 0.32 0.16 0.25 0.31 50 103 64 52

80 0.30 0.16 0.25 0.31 83 161 100 81

96 0.29 0.16 d 0.26 d 0.32 d 124 223 139 113

112 0.28 0.16 0.26 0.32 175 304 188 153

Note:
a) Based on an empty tractor-trailer truck on a wet pavement with SN40=32
b) Based on driver control efficiency of 0.62
c) Based on driver control efficiency of 1.00
d) This value is used in the following Section 4.3.2 ‘Sensitivity Analysis’
e) Unit changes ‘mph’, ‘ft’ in original source to ‘kph’, ‘m’ in the present study

Harwood (1989) suggested that the data for the worst-performing drive in Table 4.10 are
based on an assumed 62 percent (%) driver control efficiency, which represents a very
conservative, worst case condition. The data for an experienced driver are based on a driver
control efficiency of 100 percent (%) and thus represent the full capability of conventional
brake system. Also, they suggested that it is important to note that the estimates of
deceleration rate and braking distances in Table 4.11 for trucks equipped with ABS are very
similar to the AASHTO criteria for passenger cars, which are also shown in the table.

Mazzae, Barickman, Baldwin & Forkenbrock (1999) did experiment to find out the driver
crash avoidance behaviour with ABS in an intersection incursion scenario on dry and wet
pavement condition. In their experiment, the vehicle on the right side of the intersection was
required to allow longitudinal motion in order for it to be moved into the intersection like
Figure 4.9. As the result of their study on the braking behaviour by braking system, average
maximum brake pedal force (pounds) and brake pedal application duration (seconds) are
acquired in both ABS and conventional brake system as shown in Table 4.11.
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SV

POV

Figure 4-9 Experiment Condition of Study by Mazzae et al (1999)

Table 4-11 Breaking Behaviour (from Mazzae et al, 1999)

Braking Input
Characteristics Brake System Dry Wet

Average
maximum brake

pedal force
(Unit: pounds)

Conventional

ABS

62

65

59

72

Conventional

ABS

1.99

2.20

3.23

2.08Brake pedal
application

duration (sec) ABS (No Instruction)

ABS (Instruction)

1.91*

2.56*

2.06

2.09

Note *: significant difference statistically

Johnston, Tijerina, Guenther & Heydinger (1999) carried out experiment to determine the
level of variability in stopping distance tests of automobiles. FMVSS 135 test procedure
applied to this experiment – brake pedal force limit 500 N, brake lining temperature 65 ∼100
°C). In this study, drivers were instructed to achieve the shortest stopping distance possible
within the pedal force limits and with no wheel lock-up. Three vehicles (small car- 1,234kg, 2
door coupe; mid-size car- 1,710kg, 4 door sedan, Large car - 1,941kg, 4 door sedan), ABS
on/off, two road surface condition (dry or wet) determine the experiment matrix (total 12
combinations). Professional drivers were selected and vehicle began to stop at 100 km/h. The
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interesting feature of this study was the investigation of the interaction between different
factors. They suggested that for ABS off condition, the effect of surface on the stopping
distance is greater. For ABS off condition, 54m for dry condition and 66m for wet condition
while 50m and 55m respectively in ABS on condition.

Fambro et al. (1997) studied braking distance also for SSD determination (summary of this
study is described in Section 4.3.1). In this study, braking performance of vehicle, also
braking performance of driver to an unexpected object were performed. Table 4.12
summarised the maximum deceleration to an unexpected object. Also, Table 4.13 summarised
the maximum deceleration to an expected object with ABS on/off condition and pavement
condition.

Table 4-12 Deceleration to an Unexpected Object (from Fambro et al., 1997)

Maximum Deceleration Constant Deceleration

Study ABS No. of
Subjects Mean

Max. Gx b
(g)

S.D. (g)
Equivalent
Constant
Gx b (g)

S.D. (g)

Study 2 a No
Yes

6
7

0.91
0.91

0.08
0.14

0.62
0.63

0.07
0.08

Study 3 a No 7 0.74 0.09 0.55 0.07

Note:
(a) Brief summary of each study is provided in Section 4.3.1
(b) Dry Pavement Conditions
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Table 4-13 Deceleration to an Expected Object (from Fambro et al., 1997)

Maximum
Deceleration Constant Deceleration c

Study ABS Pavement Mean
Max. Gx b

(g)
S.D. (g)

Equivalent
Constant
Gx b (g)

S.D. (g)

Study 2 a No Dry 0.70 0.13 0.53 0.08

Wet 0.63 0.06 0.49 b 0.04

Yes Dry 0.76 0.18 0.57 0.12

Wet 0.71 0.09 0.55 b 0.08

Study 3 a Dry 0.68 0.14 0.54 0.11

Wet 0.63 0.09 0.45 0.06

   Note:
   a) Brief description of each study is provided in Section 4.3.1
   b) This value is used in following Section 4.3.2 ‘Sensitivity Analysis’
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4.4. Sensitivity Analysis

4.4.1. Design for Analysis

Sensitivity analysis was carried out to assess the differences in RMWD among different
scenarios (See Table 4.14). In this analysis, road surface condition was assumed as wet
condition and speed is assumed as 100 km/h.

Table 4-14 Sensitivity Analysis Design

Scenarios Driver Vehicle Road
Surface Speed

Base Line Scenario I Young,
Male

La, Fa: Passenger Car
With ABS

Scenario II-1 Old,
Male

L: Same as B.L.a
F: Passenger Car
   Without ABS

Scenario II-2 Old,
Female

L: Same as B.L.
F: Passenger Car
    Without ABS

Scenario II-3 Old,
Male

L: Same as B.L.
F: Heavy Truck

With ABS

Scenario II-4 Old,
Female

L: Same as B.L.
F: Heavy Truck
    Without ABS

Scenario III-1 Old,
Male b

L: Same as B.L.
F: Heavy Truck

With ABS

Scenario III-2 Old,
Male-Ac

L: Same as B.L.
F: Heavy Truck
     Without ABS

Worse cases

Scenario III-3 Old,
Male-Bc

L: Same as B.L.
F: Heavy Truck
     Without ABS

Wet 100 km/h

Note
a:  ‘L’ stands for Lead Vehicle, F ‘for’ Following Vehicle, ‘B.L.’ for Base Line
b:  Assume the majority of heavy truck driver is male
c:  Male-A means ‘best performance driver’, Male-B means ‘worst performance driver’
    (This relates with ‘control efficiency’ of driver-vehicle system, See Section 4.3.2)
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4.4.2. Selection of Parameter Values

The values corresponding to each scenario were determined from the parameter survey
described in Section 4.3 (See Table 4.15).

Table 4-15 Selected Parameter Values

Scenario
No. Driver Vehicle PBRT (sec) Deceleration b

(g)

Base Line Scenario
I

Young,
Male

L, F c: Passenger
Car

With ABS

0.65
(0.48×1.35 a) L, F: 0.55

II-1 Old
Male L, F: Same as B.L. 0.88

(0.65×1.35) L, F: 0.55

II-2
Old

Female L, F: Same as B.L. 0.89
(0.66×1.35) L, F: 0.55

II-3 Old
Male

L: Same as B.L
  F: Passenger Car
    Without ABS

0.88 L: 0.55
F: 0.49

II-4 Old
Female

L: Same as B.L
  F: Passenger Car

   Without ABS
0.89 L: 0.55

F: 0.49

Scenario
III-1

Old,
Male

L: Same as B.L.
F: Heavy Truck

With ABS
0.88 L: 0.55

F: 0.32

III-2
Old,

Male-A
L: Same as B.L.
F: Heavy Truck
    Without ABS

0.88 L: 0.55
F: 0.26

Worse cases

III-3 Old,
Male-B

L: Same as B.L.
F: Heavy Truck
    Without ABS

0.88 L: 0.55
F: 0.16

Note a: Correction factor 1.35 for unexpected condition, See Section 4.3.1
         b: Data acquired with expected object
         c: L stands for Lead Vehicle, F stands for Following Vehicle
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4.4.3. Results

RMWD for each scenario is resulted out in Table 4.16 and Figure 4.10.

Table 4-16 Results of Sensitivity Analysis

Scenarios

Brake
Reaction

Distance (m)
- A -

Compensation
Distance for

Deceleration (m)
- B -

RMWD (m)
- A+B -

Relative
RMWD

Difference (m)
(Scenario - B.L.)

Scenario I (B.L.*) 18 0 18 0
Scenario II-1 24 0 24 6

Scenario II-2 25 0 25 7

Scenario II-3 24 9 24 15
Scenario II-4 25 9 25 15

Scenario III-1 24 51 75 58

Scenario III-2 24 80 104 86

Scenario III-3 24 175 199 181

Note: B.L. stands for Base Line
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Figure 4-10 Result of Sensitivity Analysis
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4.5. Conclusion

As a result of quantitative analysis, a significant difference in terms of Required Minimum
Warning Distance (RMWD) was made among a different vehicle type and braking system
group. Relatively small difference was made among a different age, gender group in terms of
RMWD. Based on the result, breaking performance of vehicle should be regarded as an input
variable in the design of warning timing criteria was concluded.
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5. Driver-Vehicle-Environment Adaptive CWS

5.1. Introduction

In this Chapter, literatures with respect to the breaking performance monitoring and driver’s
alertness detection were reviewed. The former was motivated from the result of the
quantitative analysis and the latter was motivated from the fact that about 63% of rear-end
accidents occurred from inattention of the driver.

Existing technology such as ‘Tire-Road Friction Estimation (TRFE)’ in real-time manner
might be a useful tool to derive a more reliable RMWD. Also, previous studies with regard to
breaking performance were expected to give an insight on the design of the warning timing
strategies.

5.2. Literature Review

5.2.1. Braking Performance Monitoring

Tire-Road Friction Estimation (TRFE)

TRFE can be a useful tool to estimate the maximum available friction on roadway. More
reliable deceleration values can be expected from this.

Gustafsson (1995) illustrated several methods as shown in below for Tire-Road Friction
Estimation (TRFE).

• Use the difference in wheel velocities of driven and non-driven wheels
• Analyse the dynamical behaviour of the car
• Use optical sensors to estimate TRFE by the reflections from road surface; advantage is to

detect the surface condition in earlier time
• Use Acoustic sensors to estimate TRFE by listening a tire noise
• Attach the sensors with tires to measure stress and strain

Methods utilising optical sensors or acoustic sensors have particular advantage for detecting
wet surface and risk for aquaplaning. Also, optical sensor has the advantage of being able to
estimate the friction slightly before the tires reach for instance an icy spot as mentioned by
Gustafsson (1995).

Gustafsson (1995) suggested one method in which ‘longitudinal slip’ can be used for the
estimation of tire-road friction. As he stated, “The advantage of this method is that only
existing sensors are needed if the car is equipped with ABS”. Details on the method of
estimation and experiments results are suggested in Gustafsson (1995) and Gustafsson &
Ekström (1993) respectively.
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As stated by Gustafsson (1995), design of an accurate and fast filter, which improves the
quality of the measurements, and determination of thresholds in the classifier, which is able to
distinguish at least three different friction levels, needs to be studied further.

Braking Efficiency & Control Efficiency

Braking efficiency (BE) and control efficiency (CE) has been used to derive the braking or
stopping distance of vehicle in traffic engineering.

BE is defined as the ratio of the maximum rate of deceleration, expressed in g unit, achievable
prior to any wheel lockup, to the coefficient of road adhesion as shown in eq. 5.1 (Mannering
& Kilareski, 1998). That is, BE reflects the degree to which the braking system is operating
below optimal (Mannering & Kilareski, 1998).

µ
η maxg

b = (5.1)

Where,
bη       Breaking Efficiency

maxg    Maximum Rate of Deceleration (g)
µ        Coefficient of Road Adhesion

“BE represents the influences of the proportioning of the breaking effort amongst the various
wheel locations and the overall distribution of mass throughout the vehicle” as stated by
Olson, Cleveland, Fancher, Kostyniuk & Schneider (1984),

CE is defined as the adjustment factor for driver control efficiency. In other words, CE is “the
efficiency of the driver in modulating the brakes to obtain optimum braking performance” as
stated by Harwood (1989). In other words, CE represents “the ability of the driver to utilize
the deceleration capability afforded by tire-road friction and BE” as stated by Olson et al.
(1984).

According to Harwood, typically CE of 0.62 to 1.00 is used for conventional braking system.

As pointed by Harwood (1989), “Most truck drivers have little or no practice in emergency
braking situation”. Similarly, it is reasonable to assume that most of car drivers also have little
practice in emergency braking situation.

Olson et al. (1984) carried out one experiment to study the drivers’ braking behaviour with
loaded and unloaded tractor-semi trailer combination. Drivers were instructed to stop safely
and quickly while keeping the vehicle within a 3.6m lane on a curve with a 300m radius at 64
km/h. Result showed that average of deceleration (obtained from the three best stops) resulted
out as 0.4 g and CE was 80% since the vehicle’s braking capability was 0.5 g. As an
interesting feature, eleven runs out of sixty resulted in a loss of directional control of
sufficient magnitude, and these runs might be combined with cases with relatively low
deceleration. Thirteen of the stops made by the professional drivers had deceleration levels
less than 0.31 g (62% of CE).
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5.2.2. Driver’s Alertness Detection

Inattention can be defined as “the attention state where the driver fails to respond to a critical
situation” as stated by Sussman, Bishop, Madnick & Walter (1985).

In study of Sussman et al. (1985), collision accident where the role of the vehicle was known
to be either striking or struck using data of 1982 NASS (National Accident Sampling System)
was analysed. Result showed that 2,665 (22.5%) were striking vehicles whose driver took no
avoidance action before the collision and 1,838 (15.5%) were struck vehicles whose driver
took no avoidance action before the collision.

Significant efforts have already been taken to detect the inattention of driver in terms of
physiological and behavioural indicators (Sussman et al., 1985). Physiological indicators
include HRV (heart rate variability), EEG (electroencephalogram, brain electrical activity),
and eye-based measure, and so forth. Behavioural indicators include driver steering wheel
use, accelerator and brake applications, vehicle position (longitudinal, lateral, and heading),
and so forth (Sussman et al., 1985).

Sussman et al. (1985) provided the advantage and disadvantage of each indicator in detail. As
a summary, HRV is easy to monitor, but it requires detailed spectral analysis and individual
variations are large. In case of EEG, it has established relationship to fatigue and drowsiness,
but difficult to interpret and less remote sensing possible in the near term. While most of
physiological indicators have ‘obtrusive’ characteristic and require physical attachment to the
driver, behavioural indicators have ‘remote’ characteristic. A ‘Steering wheel’ indicator has
advantage in easiness to monitor, but it is easily affected by vehicle/driving environment and
has large individual variations. An ‘Acceleration’ or ‘brake pedal’ indicator has also
advantage in easiness to monitor, but it has not established relationship to attention. A
‘Vehicle position’ indicator has advantage of correlation with alcohol and drug use, but it is
difficult to monitor. An ‘Eye brink’ indicator has advantage of remote measuring, but it has
weak correlation with attention.

Combination of indicators (multiple indicators) has also been attempted to overcome the
ambiguity and unreliability of single indicator as mentioned by Sussman et al. (1985).

Faidy, Mevel, Siarry, Cointot & Coblentz (1992) argued that “multi-sensors approach
including ‘dynamical sensors’ for displaying driver’s activity and ‘static sensors’ for
characterising driver’s attitude is more desirable for DADS” based on their literature review.
Pilot equipment developed by Faidy et al. (1992) comprised of sensors including pressure,
wheel angle, and accelerator pedal angle and equipment for physiological data including
EEG, electrooculogram (EOG), and electocardiogram (ECG). In their experiment for
correlations between behavioural signals and the onset of driver’s drowsiness at the wheel,
“no linear relationship characterising each vigilance state was found between the car’s sensor”
and they suggested additional study to establish close relationships between alertness and
motor behaviour.

O’Hanlon (1972) studied the relationship between HRV and driver performance. Drivers
drove on round-the clock basis for 5 days over 586 km of the circuit. The results showed that
“HRV increases markedly with driving time, and recovered after rest”.
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Verwey & Zaidel (1997) carried out driving-simulator based experiment in which relation
between driver’s drowsiness and mental activity encouraged by game box was investigated.
As measures for drowsiness, blinking and eye closure behaviour, self-ratings of driver on
drowsiness were used. HRV (0.1 Hz component) was used to indicate mental effort as a
physiological measure. As the result, “Speech controlled game box counteracts the normal
driving performance deterioration which is typical for monotonous driving, and it reduces the
number of accident, incident, and crossing events; delays the onset of errors; and improves the
quality of vehicle control or course keeping for drivers without accident”. As for the practical
usage, onset of an alerting device, but not identical to the issue of threshold determination for
lack of alertness or drowsiness, the nature of mental activities, the interface with drivers, and
connection with detection systems were pointed out as the main issues (Verwey & Zaidel,
1997).

As stated by Alm (2000), early detection of alertness is highly required in systems, which are
supposed to warn, assist, or intervene before incident such as CW/CAS. In this context, he
studied on whether visual sensitivity, defined as the ability to quickly detect and react to a
visual stimulus, could be used to predict driver’s ability to drive safety through experiment
with simulator. A Yellow dot with the size 4 times 4 cm was presented and visual sensitivity
was measured as the reaction time to the presentation of the yellow dot and as the number of
“false alarms” and “misses”. Results showed that about 50% of the variation in lateral
position could be predicted using information of visual sensitivity. In practical viewpoints,
questions including user acceptance, methodology to detect visual sensitivity while driving,
and how to link the information such as reaction time to safety action were discussed in this
study.

As a recent study on ocular measure of driver alertness, Trucking Research Institute (1999)
did simulator-based experiment. Result showed that ‘partial eye closure’ was proved to detect
cyclic phases of a driver experiencing brief lapses of alertness and recovery, a continuous
decline ultimately leading to an off-road simulator crash, an early warning potential of 10
minutes or more, and dramatic decline in the measure beginning 2-3 minutes before an off-
road simulator crash.

Rau (1999) mentioned ‘scientific issues’ and ‘technical challenges’ associated with
developing field-operational drowsiness detection and warning system. “Scientific issues
include model validation, individualized versus generalized monitoring, and detection and
warning versus activity-based maintenance. Technical challenges include system upkeep and
calibration, driver and vehicle compatibility, risk compensation and migration, alertness
restoration, and operational reliability”.

Miller (1999) suggested the model for “driver-adaptive warning system”. In this system,
onboard adaptive manoeuvre assessment module that analyses a driver’s actions and develops
a set of models for driver’s characteristic behaviour in different driving manoeuvres, such as
lane changing, lane following and traffic avoidance. These models provide the basis of two
types of an alarm system, state-based and event-based. Event-based system responds
immediately to hazardous events and state-based system detects abnormalities in a given
driver’s current behaviour and responds by comparing predicted with actual behaviour to
yield an error measure over time (Miller, 1999). Miller suggested that lane position references
such as magnetic tape or reflective markers would need to be installed in the pavement
infrastructure to provide the system with essential input on the vehicle’s position within the
roadway.
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The concept suggested by Miller (1999) is well matched the driver model suggested by
Smiley & Michon (1989) as shown in Figure 5.1. This model should describe what action is
to be expected from drivers in what situation. The system needs to know their expected
actions in order to assist the drivers if they fail to act appropriately, so needs to recognise the
situation driver in, in order to evaluate whether a certain action is required of them.

Drivers Controls
Displays

Environment

Actual
Driver
Model

Reference
Driver
Model

Analyst

Dialogue
Controller

Driver Support System

Figure 5-1 GIDS system basic component (from Smiley & Michon, 1989)

5.3. Conclusion

In this Chapter, brief description on breaking performance monitoring and driver’s alertness
detection was provided based on the previous studies. Possibility of utilising those two
approaches within CWS design was tackled.

One distinguishable advantage of driver’s alertness detection system can be the early
detection of the driving-performance impairment of driver.

Breaking performance monitoring can be useful information for reliable RMWD
determination. And, reliable warning is directly related to the ‘user acceptance’ and system
effectiveness of CWS.
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6. Summary & Conclusion

6.1. Summary

The purpose of the present study was to examine effects of driver, vehicle, and environment
characteristics on Collision Warning System (CWS) design.

One hypothesis was made that the capability of collision avoidance would not be same among
a driver, vehicle, and environment group with different characteristics.

The above hypothesis was examined in terms of ‘risk’ and ‘safety margin’ with respect to
rear-end collisions. Accident analysis was approached to examine the risk and quantitative
analysis was carried out to examine ‘safety margin’ in CWS working frame.

In the accident analysis, the susceptibility of fatal rear-end accidents among a different age of
driver, vehicle type, road surface, visibility, road geometry, travel lane allocation, and road
facility group was concerned. Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) was used as a
database.

In the quantitative analysis, one perspective was made that an adverse driving situation in
terms of driver and vehicle performance (such as old driver, heavy truck without ABS)
requires a longer warning distance than in favourable condition (such as young driver,
passenger car with ABS). Scenarios were designed to represent the different combinations of
driver and vehicle in a car-following situation. Effects of driver and vehicle characteristics
were measured using Required Minimum Warning Distance (RMWD).

As a result of accident analysis, heavy truck showed a higher susceptibility of the fatal rear-
end accidents than car and light truck. Also, dry road surface compared to wet or snow, dark
condition compared to daylight condition, straight road compared to curved road, level road
compared to grade, crest or sag, roadway having more than 5 travel lanes compared to
roadway having 2, 3 or 4 travel lanes showed a higher susceptibility of the fatal rear-end
accidents.

As a result of quantitative analysis, a significant difference in terms of Required Minimum
Warning Distance (RMWD) was made among a different vehicle type and braking system
group. However, relatively small difference was made among a different age, gender group in
terms of RMWD. Based on the result, breaking performance of vehicle should be regarded as
an input variable in the design of CWS, specifically warning timing criteria, was concluded.

Effect of heavy trucks on rear-end accidents and RMWD was emphasized in the present
study. Heavy trucks showed a high susceptibility of rear-end accidents and an inferiority of
breaking performance in the situation where hard breaking is required.

In the later part of the present study, literatures with respect to the breaking performance
monitoring and driver’s alertness detection were reviewed. The former was motivated from
the result of the quantitative analysis and the latter was motivated from the fact that about
63% of rear-end accidents occurred from inattention of the driver.
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6.2. Conclusion

The central idea of the present study was to design a CW/CAS capable to adapt individual
characteristics of driver, vehicle, and environment while driving. User acceptance and system
effectiveness was the primary goals that the present study aimed at.

Within scope of the present study, breaking characteristic and type of vehicle was
distinguished in terms of ‘risk’ and ‘safety margin’. So, utilisation of existing technology such
as TRFE and research results on breaking capability of different types of vehicle and breaking
systems for the CWS design, specifically for the warning strategies, was recommended.

As a comment on future study, integration way of driver’s alertness detection system into
CW/CAS design was recommended. Information acquired from CW/CAS such as the
distance between lead and following vehicle can be fused with the information acquired from
driver’s alertness system such as driver’s attention state to make an efficient waning signal to
driver. It can be expected to improve the user acceptance by providing a more reasonable
warning.
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